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T

his spring weather is triggering a yearning to fish, garden, and eat something
cooked on a grill. But it is also triggering a string of memories all starting
with “last year at this time . . . ” I think you are doing the same thing.

Last March, we were innocently waiting for Saginaw Valley to decide students
could come back so we could hold our banquet. A year ago, we were smug because
Women ‘n Waders wasn’t for a few months—and we’d be all done with COVID by
then. Doing the board meeting over Zoom was an adventure—a new skill because
until last March we had no reason to learn to conduct business when we couldn’t be
in the same room.
It’s been a year of missing things. The outfit I bought for the banquet still has its
tags and the rocking fish we built for a prize is sitting patiently in the guest room
wishing for a new home (full disclosure: we may have drunk some of the specially
blended bourbon designated for another prize). Women ‘n Waders is one of my
favorite days of the year; I missed all the women getting together to celebrate
newfound skill. The two-year presidency term that seemed so long is half over, and
I haven’t even been in a room with anyone.

Laurie Seibert, chapter president

But, can we say it’s been a “lost year”? Absolutely not! We were able to flex our
fly-tying course plans to become virtual. The program was enormously successful.
We had people signing in each week I had never heard from before. I heard
conversations from people who were either able to renew a friendship or start fresh,
even if they were isolated in their own homes. And I, at least, learned some
wonderful new tricks for tying and fishing with the flies taught.
Our board has gained four new faces, each
bringing strong skills to supplement what we
already have. Chris Meyers may be familiar
to many of you. He has served as a director
in the past and was asked to return because
his thoughtful and deliberate analysis of
issues brings great value. You would
recognize Chris as the person who is calmly
fixing the projector, organizing prize
payments, and attending to about 50 other
things while the rest of us are either chatting
or spinning wildly.
Jeff Minnis, an avid outdoorsman, is
strong in his desire to keep our resources
healthy. Jeff was one of the guest tyers for
our virtual fly-tying program. His
knowledge and passion for all things trout
were evident.
(See
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wishing to stay home can join us via
Zoom ( https://us02web.zoom.us/
j/8827215553) at 7 PM, when we will
learn how to tie the Parachute
Adams. Check our Facebook or
webpage to learn how to get some
incredible food delivered, to reserve
your spot, to get a clickable link to
the zoom meeting, and to find the
materials needed for the fly.

Meanders, continued from page 1

Laura Stockwell has been the
chairperson for our very active
communications committee for the
past year. Under her direction, the
committee has increased its Facebook
presence, sent out a holiday letter,
refined email practices, and is
working on printing brochures and
business cards.

Your board of directors and advisors
have been active during this time. As
part of a search to find a conservation
project, we are contacting other
conservation organizations who would
like us to work with them. There are
several interesting projects in our
state; we are continuing to investigate
the role our chapter can play.
Members of our chapter participated in
the Rifle River Clean-Up this past
spring. Even wearing masks and
staying more than six feet apart didn’t
dampen the fun of pulling junk from
the river. And, it’s an unfortunate truth
that more junk will be in the river
again...so, look forward to
participating in another clean-up.

Victoria Hankins joined the board this
spring and is serving as the youth and
diversity chairperson. Victoria’s
belief that we need to get more people
to love the outdoors so more people
will protect it is seen in the many
ideas she has to reach the underserved
populations in our area.

In December, Governor Whitmer
appointed Dave Cozad to the Natural
Resource Commission, so he resigned
his role as secretary and moved into
an advisor position. Jon Homan has
agreed to complete Dave Cozad’s
term. We welcome Jon and sincerely
thank him for joining us.

Plans are being made for “when we
can meet in person” that include a
variety of activities geared toward
multiple interests, skill levels,
and ages.
Although we can’t hold the Film
Festival in person this year, our
chapter took advantage of the
opportunity to hold it virtually. I don’t
think we were the only people
watching the films with friends . . .
celebrating spring, a new fishing
season, and all four of us are
now vaccinated!
We are hosting a hybrid fly-tying
event on April 22 at Logger’s Brewery
in Saginaw. Those who feel
comfortable attending in person
should meet us at 6:00 for BYOF
(Bring Your Own Food). Those
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There are two opportunities this
summer for you to contribute your
time to making Michigan waters
healthy. Volunteers will be needed
this June to work on updating cages
placed around cedar trees on the
AuSable. Also, a worthwhile way to
spend some time this fall would be to
participate in the Redd survey. Data
gained from these surveys will be
used to plan habitat improvement.
While fly tying is going to be
featured in upcoming events, we also
are discussing speakers, events
focusing on the more social side of
our chapter, education for new
anglers of all ages, as well as some
fun activities for those who feel they
are pretty experienced. Women ‘n
Waders is TENTATIVELY planned
for the fall. Watch your email,
Facebook, and the website
for updates.
So, was this an ideal year? Heck no.
But, do we just think of it as a lost
year? Heck no! Our chapter has
continued to grow and expand in so
many ways. And, if we can be so
successful in a year like 2020, I can’t
even imagine what we can do in
2021. Please continue to support the
board and advisors with your ideas,
presence, and participation as we
work on making Mershon-Neumann
Heritage Chapter of Trout Unlimited
an organization you are proud to
belong to. 
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Editor’s Column
by David Oeming, chapter advisor
and Muddler editor

T

he spring edition of The
Muddler usually features
details about our venerable and
long-standing spring banquet. This
is, of course, the chapter’s most
effective mechanism for raising the
funds needed to meet chapter
expenses and help pay for our many
endeavors such as Trout in the
Classroom (virtual salmon fry for
virtual learning?), scholarships for
Trout Camp, and helping other
organizations match funds for coldwater fisheries support.
None of that can happen this season.
Nevertheless, the chapter’s budgetary
requirements remain, and the chapter
must rely on straight donations to stay
solvent. I propose that all chapter
members, whether or not regular
spring banquet attendees, send a

check to the chapter in the amount of
the usual banquet dinner price (last
year, $50.00 per ticket). The chapter
address is P.O. Box 6920, Saginaw,
MI 48608-6920. This is a simple
concept: the MN Chapter of TU needs
the money, the annual banquet is
usually well attended, and your
donation is for a good cause. Terry
and I plan to donate cash, and to
provide a note of authenticity to the
process, we will prepare a sumptuous
feast, invite over the usual attendees at
our annual banquet table (socially
distanced, of course, not that difficult
with this particular group), and watch
the Fly Fishing Film Tour Digital
Event
www.flyfilmtour.myeventscenter.com/
event/2021-Fly-Fishing-Film-TourDigital-Event-46736.
For this spring issue, Ms. Addie
Dutton, DNR Fisheries Biologist
stationed at the Bay City regional
office, has graciously provided an
article referencing nearby trout-fishing
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opportunities not named AuSable or
Manistee. I intend to avail myself of
certain of her suggestions. If
successful, I will utilize this
occasional column to lie about it. I
also would direct the reader’s
attention to Larry Brown’s
researched piece about the
establishment of coaster brook trout,
where competing and aggressive
splake and lake trout are popular. I
do not consider myself to be a
troutist, but in the 21st century, the
species of salmonid provided and
maintained for our fishing
enjoyment has apparently become
shaded by political overtones.
Many thanks as well to the other
contributors to The Muddler this
past year. I will include their
submissions in future issues.
Tight Lines! May your leaks be
manageable and fishing experiences
sublime. 
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The Coaster
Question: A
Report from the
Field
by Larry Brown, chapter director

R

estoration of coaster brook
trout should be a high
priority with all trout
fishermen in Michigan and beyond.
At present, the Michigan DNR has
designated nine rivers as part of the
Brook Trout Restoration Area. One
additional river has been designated
as a Brook Trout Research Area.
These rivers represent a good start
towards widespread restoration. The
MI.DNR helped restore walleye to
Saginaw Bay and Lake Erie. They
helped revitalize lake trout in three
of our Great Lakes. When alewife
populations collapsed in Lake
Huron, walleye and lake trout
rebounded. Lamprey control also
was instrumental in the Lake
Superior lake trout revival (Troy
Zorn, MI.DNR). Through
consistent, long-term, data-driven
regulation, we should be able to
restore the coasters.
I visited several of the rivers this fall
that are part of the restoration area.
Most of the restoration areas feature
a rapid stretch of river below a
waterfall. The river then travels a
few miles before emptying directly
into Lake Superior. Some of the
rivers are easily accessible from
local highways. Others require a
long cruise down a nameless dirt
road. Some of the rivers are so
heavily posted, gated, and otherwise
secured, that any access must be
made by a small boat launched into
Lake Superior. Alternatively, that
small boat can be launched into the
big lake before ascending the
selected river. Putting a small boat
in the big lake can be a
fool’s errand.
On a recent trip through the area,
my goal was to fish the river mouths
and target coasters, cohos, or
whatever else showed up. Much to
my dismay, access to the river

mouths is severely limited. I only
reached one river mouth. Here I
observed some nice northern pike
being caught. The coasters were
absent. I am sure there are some
coasters around there somewhere. One
problem is that many of these rivers
are popular Steelhead streams. This is
evidenced by the abundance of hooks,
floats, flies, and beads stuck in the
snags along the rivers. I did manage to
catch a few small brook trout, rainbow
trout, immature salmon, and
puny pike.
As expected, the locals are tight-lipped
about locating fishing hotspots. But,
many admit, “We usually catch a lot
of brook trout and rainbows, but every
now and then you get a big coaster.”
“We used to get more coasters, but
then the DNR shortened the season by
45 days and now you can’t get em.
Out in the big lake, they look just like
a rainbow, but they color up nice once
they enter the river.” Others say they
occasionally see large coasters in the
rivers. These sightings could also be
splake. I doubt much of this sentiment
ever reaches the DNR. The DNR
Volunteer Angler Log only has eight
anglers who report what they catch in
these nine rivers. The DNR needs and
welcomes more input from area
anglers. Fisheries policy is often
driven by vocal angler sentiment.
However, these angler reports offer
encouragement to continue the current
restrictive coaster regulations. The
number of coasters caught has been
holding steady in both size and
quantity. Most of the coasters are
caught out in Lake Superior. Most are
less than the 20-inch size for legal
possession (Dr. Troy Zorn, MI.DNR,
11/2/2020). But the numbers are
slowly moving in the right direction.
Perhaps the 20-inch size limit is
helping the coasters to return. This
size limit regulation was put in place
after repeated stockings of coasters
had failed. The 20-inch size limit and
one-fish possession limit have had
some success in both Minnesota and
Nipigon River, Ontario. Yet, the
restrictive regulations took 10 years
before showing signs of success. We
are hoping to duplicate that success
here. We have several years to wait
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before making a judgment regarding
the outcomes of our restrictive
regulations. Still, much remains to
be done.
In a normal stocking year,
Keweenaw Bay receives any
leftover splake from DNR stocking;
this normally amounts to about
4.3K. Due to the COVID-19 crisis,
the bay received 44K in 2020,
roughly a tenfold increase. The late
spring brought deep snowbanks that
limited access to the usual stocking
sites. Rather than lose the fish, the
MI.DNR dumped them into
Keweenaw Bay, (George Madison,
MI.DNR). Marquette Harbor might
have been a better choice. Many of
these fish will probably end up in
the nets of native tribal fishermen.
Some of these fish will probably
find their way to spawning redds of
brook trout and spawning reefs used
by lake trout. For the future, we will
need more data to define just where
the splake show up and gauge the
impact of their increased presence in
the bay. We have very little data
regarding where coasters are in
Lake Superior, where they spawn,
or where they migrate. We do know
where the splake are stocked.
Splake also have strong local
political support in many areas
where they are stocked. Coasters
seem to have little support, often
little more than fond memories of
past abundance. This needs
to change.
In the meantime, Native tribes
continue to stock only native
species. Elimination of splake
stocking would certainly benefit
coasters. Due to the local political
climate, at least some splake
stocking will continue for the
foreseeable future. And, Stream
Trout regulations will remain the
same. Yet, if splake stocking cannot
be eliminated, then limit stocking of
splake both in terms of quantity and
location. This could provide some
benefit to coasters by reducing
competition for food and spawning
sites. Over time, coasters could be
promoted as a self-sustaining
alternative to expensive hatchery(See Coaster

Question, page 5)
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Train River, Mosquito River, and the
Miners River. We already know that
splake and brook trout are spawning
together (Feringa et al, 2016). We
should explore and define the results
of this mixed spawning activity.
Wherever suitable habitat is found,
native trout alone should be given top
priority for restoration. Just as the
Grayling are getting positive press
pushing for restoration, the coasters
should be given positive press to
promote restoration. We need to
reevaluate the merits of stocking
splake. We also need to build public
support for coaster restoration.

In closing, the Great Lakes Fishery
Commission is due to release a
summary of a “white paper” in March
2021. The “white paper” will describe
the Splake, Coaster, Lake Trout
dilemma and outline possible
solutions. For the time being, this
dilemma remains a very divisive issue.
We should all give our input to the
appropriate public agencies.
Personally, I look forward to catching
a native brook trout over 20 inches, in
the near future. Let us build that
future together. 

in length from 2.0 inches to 18.0
inches with 34% of the fish at least
8 inches in length, making them
legal for harvest.

A

for trout fishing. Anglers looking for a
variety of trout fishing opportunities
should explore the Rifle River
Recreation Area. Within the recreation
area, anglers can fish Vaughn Creek,
Oyster Creek, Houghton Creek,
Gamble Creek, and the mainstem of
the Rifle River. All these systems hold
large populations of brown trout with
recent surveys documenting brown
trout up to 25 inches in length. These
systems rely 100% on natural
reproduction of all trout species.

Once the last Saturday in April
appears, anglers have more options

For anglers looking for a location a bit
closer to the Tri-Cities, try fishing the
North Branch Cedar River. Prior to
each trout season, around 2,200 brown
trout are stocked into the North
Branch Cedar River. Although some
stocking occurs, the river also
maintains a decent brown trout
population through natural
reproduction. Public access can be
gained onto MDNR state forest land
off Meredith Grade Road.
Additionally, the Leon P. Martuch
Chapter of Trout Unlimited is working
on a habitat improvement project on
the George and Sue Lane Preserve off
Shearer Road. In September 2020,
MDNR surveyed the North Branch
Cedar River, and 157 brown trout
were captured. The brown trout varied

Coaster Question,
continued from page 4

dependent splake. For the time being,
the MI.DNR should avoid stocking
competing species in the same waters
that may hold coasters. (Selfsustaining coho salmon are one of the
top competitors of coasters.) Also,
explore larger rivers for coaster
restoration all along the South shore
of Lake Superior. The lower stretches
of the following rivers should be
added to the Coaster Restoration
Area: Chocolay River, Laughing
Whitefish River, Rock River, Au

Michigan DNR
suggests a variety
of fisheries
by Ms. Addie Dutton, MDNR
Fisheries Biologist

s winter begins to make its
presence felt in northeastern
Michigan, the winter
steelhead season is heating up.
steelhead fishing can help trout
anglers pass the winter blues of not
being able to fish for resident trout
after September 30th. The Michigan
Department of Natural Resources
(MDNR) stocks the Rifle River and
East Branch Au Gres River systems
annually with steelhead. The Rifle
River from Sage Lake Road
downstream to the mouth in Wigwam
Bay is open year-round to fishing.
Anglers can anticipate finding
steelhead returning to the Rifle River
as soon as Halloween and staying in
the river until early May. Anglers can
access the river at the Peters Road
Crossing or at the access near the
confluence of Klacking Creek.
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Finally, for anglers who are looking
for a taste of relaxing trout fishing
without having to wade, they should
explore some of the stocked trout
lakes. The first option is Hoister Lake,
located in Gladwin County and
entirely within MDNR state forest.
Hoister Lake is stocked by MDNR
with rainbow Trout and provides a
scenic area to fish, hike, or swim. The
second option is Marl Lake, located
on M-46 near the town of Vestaburg.
Marl Lake is a small, deep lake that
has a beautiful roadside park that
provides shore fishing opportunities
or a place one could slide a kayak or
canoe into the lake. Marl Lake is also
stocked annually with rainbow trout
by the MDNR.
Good Luck Fishing! Remember, all
fishing reports are greatly
appreciated. Feel free to reach out to
MDNR Fisheries Biologist Addie
Dutton (duttona@michigan.gov or
989-686-2295) for questions,
comments, or reports! 
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The Wonders of
Science

(Equipment sure to enhance
your fishing experience)
by Snarly Windknot

I

f you have read any of my stuff,
you probably realize I’m a little
slow to accept new—well, new
anything. I’ve talked to you about
the others in my fishing foursome;
Bill, Mike, and Curly. Well, where
new stuff is concerned, we each
adapt and adopt at different rates,
and I’ll admit I tend to be the last
one to try something new. Be it new
equipment, a new technique (Can
you spell Tenkara?), or a new fly
pattern, I’m usually the last of the
four of us to give it a try, or even
admit it might be workable. Bill has
even accused me of being a Luddite,
but I told him I was born right here
in town just like he was.
Then, I discovered these things like
glasses that clip onto the bill of your
hat so that you can flip them down
when you want to like baseball
players use to do with sunglasses.
Except, these magnify whatever it is
you’re looking at. I think they’re
supposed to help you tie on a new
fly when you reach the point where
you start to have trouble telling
which end of the fly the hook eye is
on. But, they work for other things,
too. Say you are out fishing where
no one can see you, and you catch a
six-inch brookie. If you were to hold
that fish out as far as your arm will
reach and then flip those cheaters
down and check out the fish, it now

has become much longer. Maybe even
say, oh maybe 10 or 12 inches. And, if
you just leave those cheaters flipped
down until you release that brookie,
you can honestly tell those doubters
you fish with, “He looked to be 10 or
12 inches.” And should you somehow
hook into a trout that’s a nine-incher,
well, you can see where I’m going
with this.
Now I would be the last one to suggest
that you “enhance” your catch when
you describe it to your friends the next
day over coffee. But, as some of you
are aware, as you get older, your
memory starts to play tricks on you.
And, sometimes you may, quite by
accident, double-count a fish or two
that you caught when you look back at
the end of the day. And so, if it
happens that those magnifying glasses
you bought to help you see to tie on
flies just happen to be flipped down
when you take a look at the fish you
just caught, and they just happen to
distort your sense of how long that fish
is, well you can hardly be blamed if
you actually thought it was longer than
it might really have been, especially if
you were standing in the shade so the
light wasn’t too good, or say you are
out in the bright sunshine, and it kind
of blurred things. I’m saying you’ve
got to call them like you see them, and
you didn’t have a tape measure along
with you, so you had to estimate. What
else could you do?

With all this kind of bouncing around
in my brain, I couldn’t help but think
of how these flip-down magnifying
glasses might be improved. You know,
you get something like this, and you
right away start thinking of how it
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could have been improved upon if
they had bothered to ask you before
they manufactured it. I looked around
for a model that incorporated some of
what I thought should be added, but
couldn’t find any. So, I decided, this
being the slow winter months, that I
would make a run at it myself.
After ruminating on it and bumping
around in my shop, I headed for the
nearby dollar store where I had done
most of my Christmas shopping.
After poking around there for a
while, I left with two magnifying
glasses and a tube of Goop. Goop
will fix anything. Two days, five
tries, one coat hanger, and another
trip to the dollar store later, I have a
model you have to see to fully
appreciate. Flipping them up and
down is a little cumbersome, and they
are kind of heavy, so they tend to pull
your hat down further than you might
want, but you can bring in the craters
on the moon with these hummers.
They should make a six-inch chub
look like a coho! I can’t tell you how
much I’m looking forward to using
them this summer. I’m thinking there
might be one or two 20- or 22-inch
fish in my future. If they work out,
maybe I’ll send you a drawing so you
can make your own pair. The active
mind is a wonderful thing. 
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Short rises are
actually fish
feeling your fly

by David Oeming, chapter advisor
“Fish fins aren’t just for swimming.
They’re feelers, too. The fins of
round gobies can detect textures
with a sensitivity similar to that of
the pads on monkeys’ fingers,
researchers report November 3 in
the Journal of Experimental
Biology.”
—Science News, December 19,
2020, & January 2, 2021, p. 5

Y

ou know the fish is there.
You’ve focused on the
sudden depression in the
river, heard the splash, planned a
gentle drift clear of streamside
vegetation for your freshly dressed
egg-sack emerger to ground zero,
and patiently held your rod at the
ready. The cast is perfect, your fly
disappears centered in concentric
rings, and you lift the rod with
directed, yet measured, purpose.
This, gentle friends, will be a
memorable evening of
fishing, indeed.

Or, not. The unhindered line and
terminal tackle flash past your hat, you
duck, and your gear ends up in a tag
alder several feet over your head.
Unimpressed, several trout start
feeding on the very lie you were
targeting, while you attempt to bend
the greenery far enough to retrieve
your gear. This commotion puts all
fish within casting range down for the
rest of the waning evening.

What happened?
The primary goal of Mr. Trout is to get
targeted prey in his mouth before
another fish inhales it. Caution and
discretion are not rewarded in the fisheat-fish world of trout nutrition. This
is not simply heedless behavior; all
fish make mistakes and fail to ingest
their quarry. They hit the tippet, target
the forward part of the fly rather than
the hook, run into each other, miss the
bug, and often “rise short” simply to
provide piscine laughter for their
fellows at the expense
of fisherpersons.
Per the introductory note above,
researchers at the University of
Chicago have shown that bottomdwelling fish in Lake Michigan can
identify surface differences in their
immediate environment by tactile fin
stimulation. This sensory ability
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allows identification and
differentiation of lake floor surfaces,
and of other creatures and lifeforms,
including prey items. These fish
make choices (such as edible vs not
edible) based upon how an object
feels, in addition to how it tastes,
smells, and appears to the fish. As
applied to trout, it would appear that
when the artful presentation of your
hatch-matched fly saved for just this
occasion drifted into Mr. Trout’s
feeding window, your quarry
surrounded the alluring emerger,
explored her furry yet feathery
contours with adept pectoral fins,
determined there could be no future
in this relationship, and simply gave
the hapless (nay, hopeless) angler
The Fin.
The sage Ed Zern has noted in To
Hell With Fishing (Appleton, 1945)
that the more hoity-toity fishermen
use flies instead of live bait, but the
principle remains the same: fishing
involves only a line with a lure on
one end and a damn fool on the other.
Fish certainly know this and are well
adapted to feel their way in a
dangerous world.
And, alas, so it goes. 
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Participants
needed for
angler survey on
AuSable and
Upper Manistee
Rivers
by Paul Morand, chapter advisor

T

he Anglers of the AuSable will
be conducting a survey of
fishing results on these two
streams from April 15th–November 1st.
Participants must have an All Species
fishing license and agree to fish at
least 20 days on the designated waters.
Licensed fishing guides and
employees of fly shops, bait and tackle
stores, or any outdoor/outfitter
businesses are not eligible. Each trip
will be recorded on a form and turned
in on a monthly basis. All results are
anonymous. Respondents will receive
$100 in gift cards at the end of the
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*Term starts May 2021

collection period. A total of 20
participants will be randomly
selected from a group of applicants.
If you’re interested, please email
tombuhr@prodigy.net under the
heading “Angler Survey” or send a
letter to - Tom Buhr, PO Box 300,
Luzerne, MI 48636.
This data will help to better
understand the nature of our fishery
and inform both habitat projects and
related policy positions. 
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Special thanks to our sponsors:

The Mershon-Neumann Heritage Chapter of Trout Unlimited wishes to extend a heart-felt thank you to these
businesses and individuals. Their generous support helps to defray the costs associated with distributing this
Muddler.

Quality Outdoor Clothing
Instruction and Classes
Fine Fly Fishing Tackle
Fly Tying Supplies
Sporting Books

143 East Main Street - Midland
989-832-4100 Tollfree 877-550-4668
www.littleforks.com
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Mershon-Neumann Heritage Chapter of Trout Unlimited

Board of Directors

Meeting Schedule
All Board meetings will be held on the first Wednesday of the month
at 5:30 p.m. We usually meet at W.L. Case Funeral Home, 4480 Mackinaw Road, Saginaw.
However, until it is safe and feasible to meet in-person, we are meeting via Zoom.

Wednesday, April 7, 2021
Wednesday, May 5, 2021
—No meetings during summer months—

We welcome you to attend any of the board meetings.
Your input is an invaluable resource in our efforts to serve the resources we enjoy.
To join our Zoom board meeting, use this link: https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86037144769.
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